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ABSTRACT 
Simulating the efficiency of business processes could reveal crucial bottlenecks for manufacturing companies and could lead to 
significant optimizations resulting in decreased time to market, more efficient resource utilization, and larger profit. While such 
business optimization software is widely utilized by larger companies, SMEs typically do not have the required expertise and 
resources to efficiently exploit these advantages. The aim of this work is to explore how simulation software vendors and 
consultancies can extend their portfolio to SMEs by providing business process optimization based on a cloud computing platform. 
By executing simulation runs on the cloud, software vendors and associated business consultancies can get access to large computing 
power and data storage capacity on demand, run large simulation scenarios on behalf of their clients, analyze simulation results, and 
advise their clients regarding process optimization. The solution is mutually beneficial for both vendor/consultant and the end-user 
SME. End-user companies will only pay for the service without requiring large upfront costs for software licenses and expensive 
hardware. Software vendors can extend their business towards the SME market with potentially huge benefits.     

SimBusPro [1], a product of SimSoft Ltd [2], is a commercial business process modelling, simulation and optimization software 
package based on the BPMN2 standard. To run a business process simulation, SimBusPro first creates start events to define tokens 
that represent customer demands, and adds them to the simulation model. Next, it runs service tasks to simulate the production 
processes. Finally, it invokes end tasks to stop simulation and remove tokens from the simulation model. SimBusPro can run 
parameter study type simulations where business processes have different sets of input parameters for different models producing a 
set of simulation results that can be compared and evaluated to select the best model(s). SimBusPro can optimize the selected 
simulation models using different optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms or tabu search.  

The European CloudSME project [3] developed a generic platform and its associated methodology that enable the efficient migration 
of simulation applications to the cloud. Using the CloudSME simulation platform [4] simulation software products, such as 
SimBusPro, can be easily extended with cloud support.  

SimBusPro has three major components: a Simulation Application, an Optimization Application and a Desktop Application. The 
Simulation and the Optimization applications are Java executables which are deployed on cloud resources. The Desktop Application 
interacts with these clouds using the CloudBroker Platform and its API [5]. The Optimization Application takes the business process 
model file as input from the Desktop Application and creates and sends alternative models separately to the Simulation Application. It 
also collects results, applies decisions, generates one final single model, which is the optimized model, and sends this model back to 
the Desktop Application.  

The cloud extended SimBusPro software has been successfully demonstrated in two SME case-studies.  The business processes of 
two Turkish SMEs, Gokdogan and Ozdekan have been successfully simulated and analyzed. Based on the outcome of this analysis, 
suggestions have been made to both companies for optimizing their processes. Neither of these companies has used simulation 
solutions in the past and could not even consider utilizing such solutions due to their complexity and high costs. However, based on 
the cloud-based simulation solution, SimSoft can now offer affordable consultancy based on scalable and on-demand simulation runs.   
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